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HOW TO MARKET YOUR
BUSINESS
Marketing your business is absolutely CRITICAL to your success. We've seen
far too many great business concepts fall by the way-side due to a lack of
an actionable, marketing strategy. This goes for all types and sizes of
business. With the digital revolution underway it's even more important to
know exactly how to market, when, to whom and what to say.

1. GET LISTED
List your business on Google if you're not already on their, then it's a must!
here's the link Google My Business, this will make sure that your business
can be easily found on Google Search and Maps. It's also FREE!

2.SEO YOUR WEBSITE
First things first, you should have a website and if not then get one. Even a
simple 1 page business site with a contact form will get your brand out
there. SEO optimisation is KEY here, with everyone Googling, use the right
keywords, tags and descriptions. Here's a few cool free tools to help you
SEOTOOL

3.BLOG IT
Starting a blog is a great to generate content that keeps you Top of Mind in
your potential customers minds. This is not a time to push Sales or Product.
This is a platform for you to build a reputation as the expert in your field
and foster a relationship with your audience. Keep it updated at least 1 piece
per month. Ask your audience to contribute.

4. PUT UP MULTIMEDIA
Consumers are so used to watching video tutorials and quick rich media
content. You don't need a professional to do this, your smartphone will do
and there are online software programs to help, check them out
VideoEditors. Post Facebook Stories, Insta Stories and YouTube they're your
best marketing friend. Record daily tasks, consumers shopping, your latest
products or quick how to videos that relate to your market

5. ADVERTISE ONLINE
Social Media is what print media was for advertising. Embracing it gives you
a platform to advertise across multiple channels to the right audiences at
the right time. This extends across Google Adwords, Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn. We've put together a Free download of what to post when,
we'll share it with you.

CONSISTENCY IS KEY
In closing it's consistency that's builds your brand and that grows your
business. Without a weekly or monthly actionable plan that you or your
third party appointed provider is executing and tracking, your big idea might
as well become a hobby. Marketing as said upfront is CRITICAL to all
businesses. You don't need a huge budget, you just need to invest your time
and energy and you'll definitely see the rewards!

GET IN TOUCH
If you're looking for more tips on how to grow your business or in need of a
full service solution to manage the daily tasks of your business, contact us:
WEBSITE | EMAIL | CALL 0861 999 540

